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A R C H I T E C T’ S    
S T A T E M E N T    
 
 
The project involves a new first home for a young professional couple in rural central Indiana.  The clients’ goals centered on 
achieving compact efficiency, enduring character and environmental stewardship for their starter home.  The program called for a 
single, main floor open living area that invited southern sun and offered long views to the north.  For compactness, the bedrooms 
and baths would be disposed to the upper floor and separate accommodations were to be made for cars and utility equipment.    

The site is a tract of former farm pastureland that housed a trailer, and extends deeply from a county road to a small creek that 
forms its northern border.  Remnants of a former orchard hold the southwest corner of the site, and neighboring properties are 
typical Indiana farmsteads and tillable land.  

With a spirit of environmental stewardship, the home recalls the agrarian roots of its site.  Composed of a collection of the 
familiar, shapes and primary materials are employed to provide reference without literal replication of the agrarian roots.    
Careful attention to proportion and window placement afford privacy, views and the introduction of natural light.   A recessed 
porch holds clerestory windows that provide privacy while drawing deflected south light into the main living area. A double height 
window fronts the main stair, filling the entire depth of the home with natural light.  Its sliding wooden shutter provides flexibility 
with shading and ability to close off the window during Indiana storms or while the owners are away while providing asymmetrical 
balance to the facade.  The kitchen and living room enjoy gracious views to the north through large openings.   
 
SUSTAINABLE INITIATIVES 
The efficient shape of the 1,800 square foot structure affords the use of durable materials including  metal roofing, durable 
cement siding and metal windows that are efficiently composed to provide long lasting enclosure for the super-insulated home.  
Each room, including walk in closets and service areas receive natural light through a hierarchy of windows that limit western 
exposure while optimizing light and views.  The all electric house, with a with its high efficiency heat pump, variable speed 
compressor and fan, ERV for balances fresh air supply with heat exchange and electric heat pump dryer (efficient and no venting 
to outside) operates at a 47% reduction from Baseline and Goal Energy Use Intensity (EUI).   
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN



UPPER FLOOR PLAN












